CYBERSECURITY

A CRITICAL BUSINESS RISK

COMMITTED TO YOUR SUCCESS
Edwards is committed to ensuring your business is successful – cybersecurity
can make or break your business.
Edwards Cybersecurity service offerings focus on the convergence of people,
processes, technology, and desirable business outcomes.
Edwards is product agnostic, tailoring our recommendations to mitigate risk and
close gaps without prescribing specific brands. This allows our solutions to fit
your business needs absent of reseller pressures, support your cybersecurity
program, and your budget.
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CYBERSECURITY
SERVICES

ASSESSMENT – We typically start with some form of an assessment of your
existing cybersecurity posture. Our assessments may be compliance driven
(e.g., CMMC, NIST 800-171, HIPAA, GDPR), industry standards driven (SOC
2, CIS Critical Controls, ISO 27001), or framework driven (NIST Cybersecurity
Framework).
CYBERSECURITY PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT – We don’t just drop an assessment
report on you and leave. We help you organize your cybersecurity program
to support your business and determine the appropriate prioritization of
cybersecurity project implementation, monitoring, and reporting.
SECURITY GOVERNANCE – Once a cybersecurity program is established, it must
be watched over and matured over time. We support your team with Security
Governance as a Service (SGaaS) - a suite of services that brings the right people
and skills at the right time to help your program succeed.
TESTING – Periodic or continuous penetration testing of your environment is a
critical piece of your cybersecurity program. We support you in understanding
your vulnerabilities, which vulnerabilities are most exploitable, and how to take
corrective action to mitigate the risk.
TRAINING – Humans remain a critical weak link in any cybersecurity program –
we help you identify the appropriate and effective training programs – security
awareness, insider threat, and compliance frameworks (CMMC, CIS, NIST CSF).
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